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An aeromagnetic survey, conducted in December, 1976, and April,

1977 by Oregon State Universitys Geophysics Group in the Vale-

Owyhee, Oregon geothermal area at the Oregon-Idaho border, provides

data for analysis which yields a subsurface structural and thermal

picture of the area. An overall RMS uncertainty for the survey of

only 3.5 gammas resulted. from using a magnetic base station to

monitor the diurnal magnetic variation for removal from the survey

values, and a transponder navigation system which provided horizontal

data position determinations accurate to ±1.5 in.

Fourier transformation of the two-dimensional aeromagnetic

anomaly data provides a frequency domain representation, or spectrum,

of the data which is useful for depth-to-source and Curie point

isotherm depth calculations. Such source depth calculations show

that the magnetic basement level of the crust, where the deepest

magnetic sources are located, varies from about 1.5 kin below sea
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level in the southern part of the area where the terrain averages

L2 km above sea level, to more than L'.1 km below sea level in the

northeast part of the area where the terrain averages 0.8 km above

sea leveL The Snake River Downwarp to the east of the area probably

plays a role in the deepening of the basement level in the northeast.

A prominent NLI0°W trend in the magnetic anomalies of the northeast

part of the area coincides with a major fault interpreted from

previous gravity, heat flow, and ERTS photo studies. Some normal

movement along this fault wi, a down-to-the-northeast compo-

nent is implied by the depth of the magnetic sources in the

northeast part of the area.

Basin and Range type tectonics may be related to the uplift of

the southern part of the area relative to the north. Normal faults

trending in N5°W and N50°E directions,interpreted. from low pass

filtered aeroinagnetic data (retaining only wavelengths longer than

12 km), indicate that Basin and Range structures extend deeper than

the uppermost layers of the crust.

A Curie point isotherm depth of 11±3 kin below sea level is

implied by calculations of the depth to the bottom of sources

based on the spectrum of data from the northeast part of the area.

Spectra from the remainder of the Vale-Owyhee data do not yield

source bottom depths, perhaps because the Curie isotherm depth is

too deep to have an influence on the low frequency part of the

spectrum, or because of extensive basaltic magnetic sources which

occur nearly everywhere in the area except the northeast, and which

influence the low frequency part of the spectrum, masking the low



frequency effects of source bottoms. For the Curie point isotherm
depth in the northeast part of the area, a temperature close to
580°C (the Curie point of magnetite) is reasonable because it
results in thermal gradients of 45°C kin and surface heat flow
values of 90-itO mW iç2, which are consistent with those measured
in this area.

Mean source depth calculations show sourcwithin 1 km of
sea level occuring throughout the area. With probable thermal

gradients greater than 50°C kin1 in some areas, econoinically valuable

geothermal waters may be found in basaltic sources at 2 km below
the surface.
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AEROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS, MAGNETIC SOURCE EPT, AND THE
CURIE POINT ISOTHERM IN THE VALE-OWYHEE,

OREGON GEOTHERMAL AREA

ABSTRACI'

Anomaly and trend analysis and spectral analysis of data from

an aeromagnetic survey of the Vale-Owyhee, Oregon geothermal area

(from 3°15' to 4k°15' N latitude and from 117°OO' to 118°OO' W

longitude) contribute to a subsurface structural and thermal picture

of the Vale-Owyhee area. Magnetic source depth calculations show

that the depth of the magnetic bsement in the area varies from

about 1.5 km below sea level in the southern half of the area where

the terrain averages 1.2 km above sea level, to more than L4.1 km

below sea level in the northeast part of the area, north of L4°OO' N

latitude and east of 117O35 W longitude, where the terrain averages

0 8 km above sea level The Snake River Downwarp to the east of the

area probably plays some role in the deepening of the magnetic

basement in the northeast. The uplift of the basement in the south

may be related to Basin and Range tectonics. Normal faults trending

in north-south and N5O°E directions, interpreted from low pass

filtered magnetic data, may result from uplift of the south relative

to the north. Curie point isotherm depth calculations from spectral

ailysis yield. an average depth of 11±3 km below sea level in the nOrth-

eastern quadrant of the area. Spectral analysis does not yield re-

liable results for Curie point isotherm depths in the remainder of the

Vale-Owyhee area. This may be due to horizontally extensive basaltic

sources influencing the low frequency end of the anomaly spectrum.
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A temperature close to 580°C (the Curie point of magnetite) for

the Curie point isotherm in the northeast part of the Vale-Owyhee

area results in reasonable thermal gradients and, surface heat flow

values Mean source depth calculations show sources within I km

of sea level occuring throughout the area. With probable thermal

gradients exceeding 50°C km'4 in some areas, economically valuable

geothermal waters may be found in basaltic sources at 2 km below

the surface.
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INTRODUCTION

The Vale-Owyhee study area at the Oregon-Idaho border extends

from k3°15' to L4015' N latitude and. from 117°O0' to 118°O0' W

longitude and. encompasses the Vale Known Geothermal Resource Area

and the surrounding Prospective Geothermal Resource Area (Figure 1).

Surface manifestations of geothermal heat at shallow depths include

numerous hot springs (Bowen and Peterson, 1970), particularly in the

northeast section of the study area, and above normal heat flow of

over 83 mW m2 throughout much of the area (Hull et al., 1977).

(Average heat flow for Mesozoic-Cenozoic orogexic areas is 61 mW m'2,

Itacey, 197.) Geophysical studies in the area, including heat

flow and thermal gradient measurements (Bowen, 1972; Hull, 1975;

Bowen and Blackwell, 1975), a gravity survey (Lillie, 1977), and

seismic reflection and refraction work (Couch et al., 1975; Lillie,

1977), have partially delineated the structure of the area and. its

relationship to the geothermal manifestations. Lillie (1977) sum-

marized the structure as characterized by N-S and conjugate NE-SW

and NW-SE trending normal faults which form horsts and. grabens

similar to Basin and Range structures, but on a smaller scale. Hot

springs line up approximately along many of the faults Lillie

proposed. Bowen and Blackwell (1975) envision thermal waters from

basaltic accjuifers rising to the surface along such normal faults.

From ERTS photo imagery Lawrence (1976) describes a right-lateral

strike-slip fault trending N40°W northeast of Vale, which forms

the northern termination of the Basin and Range province, and which



Wi shing ton

1 Mount St. Helens

Oregon

1 Breitenbush Hot Springs
2 Crump Geyser
3 Vale hot Springs
4 Mount Hood
5 Lakeview
6 Carey Hot Springs
7 Kiamath Falls

Idaho

1 Yellowstone
2 Frazier

' Known Geothermal Resource Area

Prospective Geothermal Resource Area

figure 1. Geothermal areas of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho (fiom Godwin et al, 1971).
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takes up some of the extension from the normal faulting south of

the faults Lawrence's Vale Fult has been documented by other geo-

physical methods including gravity (Lillie, 1977), heat flow studies

(Bowen and Blackwell, 1975), and. telluric anomalies (Hoover and Long,

1975). Bowen and Blackwell called it the Willow Creek Fault and

believed it to be a normal fault, with down-to-the-southwest motion.

The aeromagnetic survey in the Vale-Owyhee area affords a means

of further examination of the buried structure in the area through

analysis of trends, gradients, and anomaly relationships of the

aeromagnetic anomalymap and themap from low pass filtered data, and

through magnetic source depth determination by spectral analysis

techniques. Spectral analysis of the aeromagnetic data to locate

the Curie point isotherm surface gives a picture of the thermal

regime at depth. The Curie point, or temperature at which rocks

lose their ferromagnetic properties, is dependent on the magnetic

mineralogy of the rock, and for minerals with appreciable magnetic

moment may range from N3000C for maghemite to 680°C for hematite

(Nagata 1961). Because of the wide range of Curie point tempera-

tures possible, knowledge of the magnetic mineralogy of the rocks

at depth is required to give an estimate of the temperature of the

Curie point isotherm surface.



GEOLOGIC S'rTING AND PHYSIOGRAPHY IN THE VALE-OWYHEE AREA

The Vale-Owyhee area is part of the Owyhee Uplands physiographic

province and Is located at the juncture of three geologic provinces:

Basin and Range to the south and west, Snake River Plain to the east,

and Blue Mountains to the north. Basaltic, andesitic, and rhyolitic

volcanism took place in the area from mid-Miocene to Pliocene times

with periods of fluvial and lacustrine sedimentation Interspersed

(Baldwin, 1976; Corcoran, 1969). Normal faulting on a smaller

scale than Basin and Range took place during the Pliocene.

Physiographically, the area reflects the effects of a semiarid

climate on faulted volcanic and sedimentary terrain. The southern

part of the area is a plateau with elevations predominately over

1200 in. The Owyhee River has cut a deep canyon into the volcanics

and sediments. Elevations of over 1.800 in occur in the Cottonwood

Mountains at the northwestern boundary of the area, and in the

Mahogany Mountains in the southeast. Low elevations between 600 and

900 m occur In the northeast where the valleys of the Snake, Maiheur,

and. Owyhee Rivers, and Willow Creek come together.
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AEROMAGNETIC NEASUREMENTS IN THE VALE-OWYHEE AREA AND DATA ANALYSIS

Total Field Magnetic Anomaly Maps

During December, 1976 and. April, 1977, personnel from the

Geophysics Group at Oregon State University conducted an aeroinagnetic

survey of the Vale-Owyhee geothermal area. Figure 2 shows the 10,145

km of flight lines covering the area. Spacing between east-west

flightlines is one statute mile (1.61 Ion). Spacing between north-

south tie lines is five statue miles (8.05 kin). Nearly 30,000 data

points are spaced at intervals of approximately 360 meters along

the flight lines. In the area north of Vale where the Snake, Malheur,

aid Owyhee Rivers come together, the elevations are mainly between

600 and 1200 km. The survey in this area between 44°OO' and Li4°15'

N lat, and between 117°0O' and 117°35' W long. (hereafter called

the Vale-north area), flown at 5000 ft. (1.5 kin) above sea level

(ASL), has a terrain clearance of about 700 in on the average This

area includes most of the region of high heat flow and. hot spring

outlined by Hull et al. (1977). The remainder of the survey, flown

at 7000 ft. (2.1 kin) ASL, has an average terrain clearance of

700-1000 m.

Figure 3 shows the total field. aeromagnetic anomaly map of the

Vale-north area data, Figure 4 shows the total field aeromagnetic

anomaly map of the entire Vale-Owyhee area, including all the data

surveyed at 2.1 kin ASL and. the Vale-north area data upward continued.

to 2.1 km. Both maps are from data that have the effects of

the main geomagnetic field, or regional, and. the diurnal magnetic
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variation removed. Using a base station at Ontario, Oregon for

monitoring diurnal variation, and a transponder navigation system

which gave horizontal data positions accurate to1.5 meters (see

Appendix B), resulted in low crossing errors and. an RNS uncertainty

of only 3.5 gammas for the survey. A rotation-to-the-pole operation

performed on the Vale-north area data showed that anomaly peaks

shifted by amounts less than 5 km. Because the amount of horizontal

shift is so small, rotation-to-the-pole is unnecessary for interpre-

tation of the Vale-Owyhee area anomalies.

Near the northern boundary of the Vale-north map, an east-west

line of anomalies of magnitudes ranging from -130 to +400 gammas

correspond to McCarthy and Pine Ridges. Both ridges have elevations

exceeding 900 m. On the Vale-Owyhee map, near the northern border,

a series of northeast trending high frequency anomalies correlates

to the Cottonwood Mountains. The peak of Cottonwood Mountain at

1900 m correlates to a dipolar anomaly with amplitudes of +700 and

-400 gammas occurring within 2 km of each other. A neighboring

1900 m peak, Juniper Mountain, also exhibits a d.ipolar anomaly pair

of amplitudes -400 and +100 gammas. Dipolar anomalies with large

negatives corresponding to peaks between 1500 and 1800 m elevation

occur on the western half of the Vale-Owhyee map. Westfall Butte

at 43°55' N lat. and 118°00' W long, produces a -450 gamma anomaly;

Monument Peak at 43°40' N lat. and 117°5O' W long, produces a -550

gamma anomaly. Cedar Mountain, at 43°15' N lat. and. 117°l+0' W long,

is an example of a peak over 1500 m corresponding to a large positive

anomaly, over +500 gammas. At the center of the area are three
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peaks: Freezeout Mountain, over 1500 in, Sourdough Mountain, 1500 m,

and Double Mountain, 1100 in, which have positive anomalies between

350 and 400 gammas associated with them.

Peaks having little or no magnetic expression include Star

Mountain at 43°20' N tat., 117°55' W long., a peak over 1500 m with a

0 , 0-150 gamma anomaly; Quartz Mountain at 43 25 N lat, and. 117 30 W

long,, a 1500 in peak which shows a 0 gamma anomaly; and Mahogany

Mountain at 43°15' N lat. and 117°15' W long., at over 1800 in, which

shows an anomaly of only +150 gammas (part of its anomaly may be

south of the map border).

Gissy Mountain, just east of the central group of peaks,

Freezeout, Sourdough, and Double Mountains, shows a negative anomaly

of -50 gammas, though it and the neighboring peaks are mapped as

Grassy Mountain Formation basalts and sediments. Possible reverse

polarization of some of the flows of the Grassy Mountain Basalts

there (Storm, 1975) may account for this negative anomaly.

Low gradient +200 to +250 gamma anomalies occur in the region of

Red. Butte and Burnt Mountain, both just west of the Owyhee Reservoir.

The reservoir and Owyhee Ridge to the east show only low magnetic

gradients of 20 gamma km1.

A +650 gamma anomaly occurs at the eastern boundary of the map at

43°30'Nlat..ltt is offset 10 km to the north of a 1500 in butte, Pole

Creek Top. The mapped geology is rhyolitic volcanios (Kittlemnan et

al., 1967). Another set of positive anomalies of more than 500

gammas occur in the region of low relief of Antelope Flat where the

Antelope Flat Basalt is mapped.
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In the Cow Hollow geothermal area at 43°50' N lat. and. 117°15' W

long., where hot springs and high heat flow occur (Bowen and Blackwell,

1975), magnetic gradients are very low - less than 50 ganunas in 10

kin - possibly because of a shallowing of the Curie depth due to high

temperatures near the surface.

The Vale-north and Vale-Owyhee maps reveal strong trends running

N40°W. These trends dominate most of the northern part and also

the southwest corner of the area. On the Vale-north nap, north-south

trends are noticeable south of 44°O5t.1at.Less prominent are some

N50°E trends near the center of the area.

The trends present in the aeroniagnetic map are also present on

the Bouguer gravity maps of the area (Lillie, 1977). Strong north-

south trends appear on both maps. Both maps show a northwest-

southeast trending low in the Willow Creek Basin. Lows also

occur in the vicinity of Owyhee Ridge, south and east of the Owyhee

Reservoir. Lillie interprets some of the gravity gradients as

normal faults. Two aeromagnetic maps which border the east side of

the study area, published as open file reports of the United States

Geological Survey (open file report 72-384, 1971, and 71-290, 1971)

show similar trends to the Vale-Owyhee aeromagnetic maps. The N40°W

trend in the northeast part of the Vale-Owyhee. study ares con-

tinues to the east in Idaho along the western edge of the Snake

River Basin. North-south trends on the Vale-north map continue to

the east and north in Idaho.

Low Pass Filter Map

Figure 5 shows the Vale-Owyhee data, low pass filtered to greatly
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attenuate wavelengths shorter than 12 km. The profile spectrum of

the Vale-Owyhee data (see next section) shows that most anomalies

from topography and. shallow sources (within 1 km of the surface) have

wavelengths shorter than 12 km. Filtering with this cutoff wavelength

effectively eliminates most anomalies due to topography and surface

sources.

The high frequency anomalies due to the Cottonwood Mountains,

near the northern border, and Monument Peak and Westfall Butte,, at

the western border are absent from the filtered map. Approximately N-S

trends are distinctive throughout the area; in particular, the trend at

117°45' W long., strongest in the southern half of the area, can be

seen to extend the whole length of the map, whereas on the unfiltered

map it was obscured by the Cottonwood Mountain anomalies. The

i'5O° tred.s the center of the area, south of the N4O° L.:'3:ld

of the Willow Creek Fault, are prominent on the filtered map. These

NE-SW trends, and some N-S trends, are abruptly truncated at the

NW-SE Willow Creek trend. Lillie (1977) correlates similar trends

on the Bouguer and second derivative giavity maps of the area to

Basin and Range normal faulting. Correlating such trends in the

filtered magnetic anomalies to normal faults, and noting their

truncation at the Willow Creek Fault, lends support to Lawrence's

(1976) explanation of the Willow Creek Fault (his Vale Fault Zone)

as a strike-slip fault at the northern termination of the Basin and

Range Province.

Only one part of the filtered map appears to correlate with the

mapped geology: the area of the low at 117°30' W long, and the high
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west of it at 117°LI.5' W long, in the southern third of the map.

The high correlates approximately with the areal extent of the

Antelope Flat Basalts; the low correlates with the areal extent of

the sediments of the Deer Butte Formation described by Kittleinan et

al. (1967). The other anomalies present must be due to deeper

sources. The map indicates that Basin and Range faulting exi ends to

several kilometers deep in the crust.

Source Depth Determinations by Spectral Analysis

Several authors have discussed spectral analysis of aeromagnetic

maps, giving derivations of useful relationships (Gudinundsson, 1967;

Spector, 1968; Naidu, 1969; Spector and Grant, 1970). The approach

used here for spectral analysis of the Vale-Owyhee aeromagnetic

data follows Spector and Grant (1970).

The energy spectrum of aeromagnetic data represented by f(x,y) is

given in polar coordinates by the expressipn:

E(r,e) = (r,) . ?*(r,e) (1)

2 :21
where f(r,9) is the Fourier transform of f(x,y) r = (u + v )2 for

spatial frequencies u,v (radanWkm) in the x and y directions

-1,. .

e = tan u/v, and * indicates the complex conjugate. Taking the

anomalies on the magnetic map to be due to an ensemble of vertical

sided prisms allows the following expression for the energy spectrum,

averaged with :

= 4JrM2 (e2 ((l_etT)2)S2(r))(2)
i (2)

where
() indicate the expected value
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- indicates average with 0

M is the magnetization pole strength/unit depth

h is the depth to the top of a prism

t Is the thickness of a prism

S is the horizontal source shape factor

is the magnetization direction factor

and RG Is the geomagnetic field direction factor,

When the distribution of prism depths h falls in the range 0. 5h &h

<1.5 h0 where h0 is the mean depth to the prisms, the expectation

value 'e2) reduces to e0r(Spector and Grant, 1970). Source

depths have a controlling influence on spectrum shapes. Plots of

the logarithm of the energy spectri.un are declining functions of r,

with slope -2h0. The energy spectrum profile plots discussed below

are plots of in [.E(k)/E(0j where E(0) is the dc level of the

spectrum, and k = r/2Jr (in cycles/km)1 The mean source depth h0 in

teziiis of tbe slope of the plot Is equal to the slope divided by I47,

Figure 6 a-f shows six spectra of data from six different pieces

of the Vale-Owyhee area. Spectrum 6a is from the Vale-north data.

Spectra 6b-e re from data from the four quadrants of the area. (The

division Into four quadrants results from the gridding procedure used

for the Vale-Owyhee data,) Spectrum 6f Is from the composite of

the four quadrant grids and consists of all the Vale-Owyhee data.

The lines drawn on the spectra are fit by least squares to all the

points within the interval of the line segment. The points included

in each segment are chosen to minimize the standard deviation of

the slope. The points in the high frequency part of the spectrum
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are due to noise. Source depths (in Ian) and standard deviations of

the depths calculated from the slopes are indicated.

Table 1 summarizes the source depth information obtained from

each spectrum. All the spectra show shallow source depths within

012 km of the estimated mean terrain level or the minimum terrain

clearance level.

Comparing the intermediate and deep source depths in the Vale-

north area with those of the NE quadrant shows that the mean inter-

mediate and deep source depths are 0.7 and 1.7 km shallower respec-

tively for the NE than for the Vale-north area. Assuming that the

sources are correlatable between the two areas, this indicates a

downdrop of much of the Vale-north area relative to the rest of the

NE quadrant. Part of this downdrop may be that of the Willow

Creek graben, which is bounded by normal faults along Willow Creek

and. Bully Creek to the west ccording to Bowen and Blackwell (1975),

and Lillie (1977). However, additional downdrop to the northeast of

Willow Creek, toward the Snake River Basin, is required to explain

the relative source depth differences.

Source depths are similar between the NW and NE quadrants. In

the NW quadrant, the mean levels of the two shallowest sources are

at 0.3 kin below the average terrain, and 0.4 km below the minimum

terrain clearance. The terrain is variable in this quadrant. with a

relief of 1.2 km from the bottom of the Malheur River canyon to the

top of Cottonwood Mountain, Both shallow sources shouldbe terraiki-relate-.

The SE and. SW quadrants have a deep and intermediate sources at

shallower levels than either of the two northern quadrants. In the



Mean Terrain Mean Elevation Source Depths

Area of the Data Survey Clearance of km from observation level

Altitude of Survey Terrain

Deep Intermediatej Shallow(estimated) (estimated)

Vale-north -5.8+0.4-----1.22+0.05 -0.55+0.02
44°00'-44°15' N lat. 1.5 0.7 0.8 ---c-
117°00'-117°35' W long. -± +0.28+0.05 +0.95±0.02

-4.7±0.4 -2.46+0.08 -1.38+0.03
NE Quadrant - ------ - -- _________;4i 2.1 1.4 0.7 -2.6±0.4 -0.36±0.08 +0.72±0.03

-1.29+0.03

NW Quadrant -5.0+0.6 -2.20+0.20 +0.81+0.03
43°45'-44°l5' N lat 21 1 0 1 1

117°30'-1l8°00' W long. -2.9±0.6 -0.10±0.20
+1.47±0.01

SW Quadrant -3.4±0.4 -1.49+0.04 -0.66+0.04
43°15"-43°45' N lat. 2.1 0.7 1.4 -------- -

117°00'-117°30' W long. -1.3±0.4 +0.61±0.04 +1.44+0.04

SE Quadrant
-3.8+0.7 -1.84+0.06 -0.95+0.05

2 1 1 0 1 1

-1.7±0.7
--

+0.26±0.06 +1.15±0.05

-2.4+0.1

Vale-Owyhee
-5.2±0.4 -0.82±0.01

Composite 2.1 1.0 1.1 i-'28+1 55+0 03
43°15'-44°15' N lat. -3.1+0.4 - _..

117°00'-118°00' W long. +0.55+0.03

ab1e 1. Source depths from spectral analysis of aeromagnetic anomalies.
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SW quadrant, the deepest source is at 1.3 Jun below sea level (BSL),

compared to 2.9 km BSL for the deepest source of the NW quadrant.

The topography of the SW quadrant is at an average level higter than

any of the four other quadrants, with nearly the entire quadxant

above 1200 in elevation. This fact, in addition to the source

depth differences, suggests faulting at depth, bringing the W

sources up relative to the NW ones. The SE sources are also shallower

than NE sources, suggesting that the southern part of the area is

uplifted relative to the northern part. The deepest source in the

SE and SW are at nearly the same level, within the limits of the

uncertainty. Mapped geology in the southern part of the area shows

significant amounts of two of the oldest units in the area, the

"unnamed ignous complex" in the southwest, and Leslie Gulch Tuff

at high elevations in the southeast (Kittleman et al., 1967). These

old units at 1iigh elevations also suggest uplift in the southern

part. of the area.

There is no reason to expect that mean intermediate and deep

source depths should be at uniform levels throughout the four

quadrants. However, the similarity of source depths in the NE and

NW quadrants and in the SE and SW quadrants, and the striking dif-

ferences from north to south, in addition to the geologic and topo-

graphic evidence for uplift in the south, cannot be ignored.

Furthermore, in reference to the deepest sources, the crust below

a certain level is no longer likely to be composed of distinct

1salt flows and interbedded sediments characteristic of the Niocene-

Pliocene geologic history of the area. Below these volcanics and
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sediments, the 'basement' level of the crust could-be expected to
be at about the same level everywhere in an area experiencing a simi-
lar geologic history, except for differences due to deep tectonic
motions suggested by these source depth studies. Because all of the

four quadrants are the same size (60 km by 60 kin), and therefore

their spectra have the capacity to 'see' equally deep by the long
wavelengths present, the deepest sources in the four quadrants which
have the strongest signature in the low frequency part of the spectrum
can be correlated with this basement level of the crust. The shallow

level of this basement in the sout1en part of the area is supported
by Lillie's (1977) two crustal sections in the central Vale-Owyhee

area, coistrained by gravity and seismic data; both show deepening

of the basement from south to north.
The Vale-Owyhee spectrum from the composite grid, of the four

quadrants shows sources at 3.1 and 0.3 km BSL, and 0.55 and 1.28 km

ASL. The intermediate sources at 0.3 km BSL and 0.55 kin ASL cor-

respond reasonably well to the intermediate level sources of the four
individual quadrants, The shallowest source can be associate with

the terming The 3. 1 Jun source is deeper than the average of the

deep sources for the four quadrants. This may be due to the large
size of the map, and consequent ability of the spectrum to include
deeper sources of longer wavelength. Another explanation may be

the shape factor 2(r) in (2). Spector (1968) shows that when

horizontally extensive sources exist, such as basalt flows, their
contribution of longer wavelengths to the spectrum effectively
causes mean source depths to be interpreted deeper than their actual



depth. That this factor should play an important role in the

composite map spectrum is reasonable because the most extensive

surface sourc existing in the Vale-Owyhee area, the Antelope Flat

Basalt and the Grassy Mountain Basalt, are divided up mainly between

the southern quadrants so that their full effect is not felt in any

of the individual spectra. Because of this effect, the sources in

the southern quadrants may be even shallower than interpreted here.

Curie Isotherm Depth Determinations From Spectral Analysis

Computed depths to the bottom of a magnetic source may be

interpreted in two ways. One is that the magnetic lithologic unit

is depth limited, as in the case of sill-type intrusions, volcanic

flows, and sedimentary layers. The other is that the bottom is at

the depth where high temperature causes the rocks to lose their

ferromagnetic properties: the Curie point isotherm depth. Depths

to bottoms o1 sources coirputed in the Vale-Owyhee area are given the

second. interpretation. Justification for this involves the computed

depths themselves, which are reasonable for the Curie point isotherm

depth in geothermal areas. Further, the Curie depth appears to be

shallower where the surface manifestations of high heat flow and hot

springs occur. Because basalt flows are mapped at the surface,

consideration must be given to the possibility of the bottoms of

such depth limited sources being interpreted as the Curie point

isotherm depth. However, the resolution of such individual basalt

flows by spectral analysis at deeper and deeper depths is unlikely,

and a more reasonable picture of the sources at depth is as units of



flows and. sediments, with magnetization intermediate between that

of the flows and that of sediments0 The computed source bottoms for

such sources would correspond to the Curie depth rather than the

bottom of individual flows. Also, at deeper levels intrusions may

become important as magnetic sources, and because these are not

depth limited sources, calculated bottoms correspond directly to

the Curie depth.

Several investigators using various methods have attempted 'to

find the bottoms of magnetic sources for locating the Curie isotherm

depth, with varying degrees of success. Vacquier and Affleck (19144)

and Bhattacharyya and Morley (1965) use a method in which the anomaly

of a vertical sided prism and, in the case' of Bhattacharyya and

Morley, its first derivative is fit to an observed anomaly. The

upper corners of the body are obtained by graphical means, and the

bottom corners and magnetization are' obtained by adjusting them to

get the best fit of the calculated to the observed anomaly. Shuey

et al. (1977) attempted the same method for anomalies from aero-

magnetic surveys in Utah, Nevada and Wyoming. They used cylinders

and. truncated cones to model intrusions as magnetic sources, but

found that the bottom of a body was very poorly determined: a given

anomaly' could be fit by a body of almost any thickness. Furthermore,

they determined that the assumption of vertical sides for the sources

caused the uncertainty in the optimum depth to bottom to be under

estimated,

Byerly and Stolt (1977) examined individual anomalies in Arizona

assumed to be caused by intrusive bodies, They attempted to fit the
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spectrum of the observed anomaly to the spectrum of an anomaly of a

model vertical prism or cylinder, varying parameters to get the

best fit of the two spectra. The success of this technique depends

upon finding anomalies which are isolated enough from neighboring

anomalies that interference in the spectrum of observed anomalies

is minimized or eliminated. Their results show that the simplicity

of the vertical prism model and the difficulty of finding isolated

anomalies allow only a broad regional Curie isotherm map to be drawn

for Arizona. They find an approximately east-west 1'and of shallower

Curie isotherm depths at less than 10 km which corresponds to a zone

of low conipressional wave velocities.

To find the variations in Curie isotherm depth within the

Yellowstone Park area, Bhattacharyya and Leu (1975) use a combina-

tion of vertical prism anomaly fitting wherever they have isolatable

anomalies, and operations on the Fourier transform of anomalies with-

in 31 kin x 31 km blocks to find the mean centroid. of the bodies

within the block, and combining with the mean depth-to-top, obtain

the mean bottom depth. There are two objections to this method,

and the detailed results it gives. One is the observation of Shuey

et al. (1977) mentioned above, on the inaccuracy of the vertical

sided prism anomaly-fitting method. The other is to the use of the

spectrum of anomalies in blocks of only 31km x 31 km to find bottoms

of anomalies. Because the bottoms contribute only to the low

frequency end of the spectrum, the smaller the size of the area, the

less the influence of bottoms comes into the spectrum. Use of 31 km x

31 Ion blocks should limit the possible depth to bottom calculated.
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Smith et aL (197L) found the Curie depth in Yellowstone to be

10±3 km for the whole area. Their method. is the same as the one used

in this study, which is to examine the spectrum for the effects of

the factor (l_e_tr)2 in equation (2) which depends on the thickness t

of the prism. If the bottoms of the sources are shallow enough (or

the map large enough) that they influence the low frequency part of

-tr 2
the spectrum, the factor (1-e )

in combination with the factor

e_2 causes a maximum in the low frequency part of the spectrum

dependent on the depth extent1 d( = h + t) of the sources (Spector,

1968; Spector and Grant, 1970). The longest wavelength present in

the Fourier transform of a magnetic map is the total length of the

map L. The depth to which the spectrum can clearly discern the

bottom of sources is given as L/2Jtby Shuey et al. (1977). The

smaller the map, the shal1owe the bottoms of sources must be to

be discerned in the spectrum. When the spectral maximum does occur,

indicating that the map is large enough and source bottoms shallow

enough to be discerned, the frequency of the spectral maximum is

related to the depth to the source bottom depending on the nature of

the source, whether they are laminar with t<<h, or of finite

thickness For laminar sources, the frequency r at which the
max

peak occurs is inversely related to the depth to source/bottom,

1/r = d. When the source body is of finite thickness, the
max

spectral maximum gives the mean depth to the bottom of sources

depending on the mean depth to the- tops

1hr- ln, (3)

Three of the six spectra computed for the Vale-Owyhee area show
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spectral peaks Vale-north, Figure 6a, the NE quadrant9 6b, and the

Vale-Owyhee composite, 6f,

The low frequency spectral peaks are not well defined in Figure

6a and b due to the small size of the maps. Examination of the

elements of the spectrum without the averaging involved in generating

the spectrums 6a and b gave a range of frequencies within which the

actual maximum should occur, Table 2 gives Curie isotherm depths

calculated from the frequency of the spectral maximum for laminar

sources and for finite thickness sources, and corresponding geothermal

gradients and surface heat flow values based on possible Curie

point temperatures of 300°C and 580°C, and a conductivity of 2.5 W

-1 o -1
m K , given by Stacey (1977) as the average for igneous rocks,

Because the northeast corner of the Vale-Owyhee area is where

the highest heat flow values occur (up to 268 mW m2 [Hull et al.,

1977J compared with 61 mW xn2 for Mesozoic-Cenozoic orogenic areas)

it is reasonable that the Curie depth should show up in the aeromag-

netics in that corner, The preliminary heat flow map of Oregon by

Hull et al. (1977) shows the heat flow dropping off from over 100

mW m2 east of the Willow Creek Fault to below 80 mW m2 west of the

Willow Creek Fault, Through much of the southwestern part of the

Vale-Owyhee area the heat flow is between 80 and 100 mW m2, In

the southeast it is lower than 80 mW m2, In the southwestern part

at least, the heat flow is high enough that the Curie depth should

be discerned through spectral analysis of the magnetics. One reason

for the lack of a peak in the spectrum of the SW quadrant may be the

effect of the horizontal extent of the sources on the spectrum.
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Val e-Owyhee
Vale-north NE Quadrant Composite

Area of the 44°O0'-44°15' N lat. 43°45'-44°15' N lat. 43°l5'-44°15' N lat.
Data 117°00'-1l7°35' W long. 117°00'-117°30 W long. 117°00'-118°00 W long.

Size of grid 54 km x 54 km 60 km x 60 km 120 km x 120 km
Survey eleva-
tion km ASL 1.5 2.1 2.1

Mean terrain
elevation
km ASL 0.8 0.7 1.1

Frequency of
the spectral
peak_ °'5<max<°2° °17<max<°21
f -r /2r
max max

LAMINAR SOURCE

Curie depth
km below stir- 8-10.5 7.5-9 16
vey level

km BSL 6.5-9 5.5-7 14

Tc=58O°C Tc=300C TC58° C Tc300°C Tc58O°C TC=300°C

Vertical temp.
gradient
*° km 65 33 81 40 37 19

Surface heat
flow ** 162 82 202 100 92.5 47

mW n12

FINITE THICKNESS SOURCE
Depth below
survey level to 6 5 5

top of source
m)

Curie depth
km below survey 10-17 11-15 35

level

km BSL 8.5-15.5 9-13 33

TC=58O°C TC300C TC=58O°C TC300C TC=SS0°C TC=300°C

Vertical temp.
gradient* 44 24 48 24 16 8
C km 1

Surface heat
flow** 110 60 120 60 40 20
mW m 2

* Gradient based on midpoint of range of Curie depths.
Normal gradient 30°C km

** Heat flow based on a conductivity k = 2.5 W mcC_l

Table 2. Curie point isotherm depths from spectral analysis of aeromagnetic
anomalies, and corresponding surface heat flow and temperature
gradients.
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From the mapped geology (Ki-Ltleman et ale, 1967) the moçe extensive

basalt flows occur in mostly the southwestern part of the areas the

Grassy Mountain Basalt and the Antelope Flat Basalt Shuey et l.

(1977) state that wide source bodies will steepen the spectrum and

move a spectral peak to lower frequencies, eliminating the peak

altogether for sources whose horizontal dimensions are on the order

of the map size divided by 2L or 10 kin for a 60 km x 60 km quadrants

The Antelope Flat Basalt covers 400 kin2 of the SW quadrant

The Vale-Owyhee composite spectrum (Figure 6f) shows a spectral

peak whtch corresponds to a Curie depth of 33 km BSL for a finite

thickness source body whose top is at .5 kin depth, which is unreason-

ably deep, particularly for a geothermal area Again, the horizontal

size factor of the sources may be the reason the Curie depth appears

unreasonably deep. The extensive basalt flows have steepened the

spectrum and. at the same time lowered the frequency of the spectral

peaks The steepened spectrum results in depth to top determinations

which are too deep and have the effect of making the depth to bottom

shallower for a given spectral peak, than a correspondingly shallower

source But the effect of the lower frequency spectral peak on the

calculated source bottom depth is even greater than that of a deeper

source, and is in the opposite direction, making the Curie depth

deeper; For this reason, the composite spectrum does not appear to

give reliable Curie depth estimates

For the NE quadrant and Vale-north areas, the laminar source

method and the finite thickness source method for finding the Curie

depth gives reasonable results for the Curie depth and the correspoxng
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vertical temperature gradient and surface heat flow for a geothermal

area. Under the laminar source calculations the depth-to-source

bottoms are at about 6 km BSL for both areas, and the depth to source

tops are t 3-4 km BSL; the source layer thickness is 2-3 km which

is not in the category of 'laminar source', The finite thickness

sources give a mean Curie depth of about 11 km BSL in both the

Vale-north and NE quadrant areas.

Associating a temperature to the Curie point isotherm depth is

a difficult task because Curie temperatures of rocks depend on the

magnetic minerals present, and for minerals with significant magneti-

zation can vary from iv300°C for maghemite to 680°C for hematite

(Nagata, 1961), For basalts, which are the main near surface

magnetic source in the Vale-Owyhee area, and. may extend to depths

on the order of Curie isotherm depths, the dominant magnetic mineral

is magnetite. The Curie temperature of magnetite (Fe304) is 580°C.

Generally titanuim is a constituent of magnetite, and Curie tempera-

tures drop as low as room temperature and below with increasing

titanium content (Nagata, 1961). Because there are no studies

available on the Curie temperatures of rocks from the Vale-Owyhee

region, the Curie temperature can only be estimated. Ade-Hall et

al. (1965) report that Curie temperatures for basalts fall into a

bimodal distribution, with Curie temperatures peaking close to 580°C,

the maximum for ma.gnetite, and between 100°C and 300°C. The table

gives the thermal gradient and heat flow expected for Curie point

0 0
temperatures of 580 C and 300 C, While the values of heat flow and

thermal gradient for the 580° C Curie point temperature are comparable
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to measured values for the northeastern part of the Vale-04iyee area,

(Bowen, 1972; Bowen and Blackwell, 1975 Hull, 1975) the corresponding

values for the 300° C Curie point are too low, particularly for the

Curie depth interpreted for finite thickness sources, Thus it may

be concluded that the actual Curie temperature is likely to be closer

to 580°C than to 300°C,
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SUMMARY

Figure 7 gives a tectonic and thermal framework for the Vale-

Owyhee area, showing faulting, areas of basement uplift, and probable

depth to Curie point in places. It is based on an interpretation

of aeromagne-Lic data, includingtheinap of low pass filtered data and

spectral analysis techniques for source depth and Curie

depth calculationand the preliminary heat flow map of Oregon by

Hull et al. (1977). Uplift of the basement in the southern part of

the Vale-Owyhee area by about 1.5 km relative to the north is implied

by source depth calculations in the four quadrants of the Vale-Owyhee

area. Basin and Range type faulting in the area is one manifestation

of these tectonic motions. Source depth calculations also show that

basement sources occur at levels of 24. km BSL in the Vale-north

section, compared to less than 3 km BSL for the rest of the area.

The Snake River Downwarp, at the northeastern edge of the area

probably accounts for the relatively deep level of basement in this

area. Intermediate magnetic sources at mean depths within 1 km above

or below sea level occur throughout the area. These sources may be

due to buried basalts.

Faults marked on the tectonic map come from interpretations of

the aeromagnetic map of Figure 24 and the low pass filtered map of

Figure 5. Marked directions of displacement are consistent with

source depth determinations, geology, and the gravity interpretation

of Lillie (1977) wherever possible. Faults A, C, D, and E are

interpreted from both the gravity study (Lillie, 1977) and the
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Figure 7. Map of the Vale-Owyhee area, showing faults, areas of
basement uplift, and areas of shallow Curie depth.



aeromagnetic map. Fault A, which is the Vale strike slip fault of

Lawrence (1976), also called the Willow Creek Fault by Bowen and

Blackwell (1977), probably has some down to the northeast motion,

judging from the deeper mean source depths calculated for the Vale-

north area data, which is mainly north of the fault, relative to

mean source depths for the NE quadrant, which includes data from both

sides of the fault.

Northeast trending faults G, H, and I, proposed to result from

uplift of the southern part of the area relative to the north, are

located based on trends in the low-pass filter map, Figure 5. Fault

3 separates the high of the Antelope Flat Basalts from the low of

the older, less magnetic Littlefield Rhyolite. Faults F, K, and L

are proposed on the bis of strong N5°W trends in the lpw pass map.

Curie depth calculations give reliable results for the northeast

section of the Vale-Owyhee area only. The Curie depth in the NE

quadrant is at about 11*2 km BSL. For the Vale-north area, the Curie

depth is at about 11.5±3 kin BSL. This compares with a Curie depth of

10±3 kin BSL for the Yellowstone park area (Smith et al, 197k). Figure

7 shows the 13 kin Curie depth contour, based. on the preliminary heat

flow map of Oregon (Hull et al., 1977) and spectral analysis of data

from the northeastern part of the area. A region of Curie depth

shallower than 11 kin is probable in the Cow Hollow geothermal area

at k3°50' N lat. and. 117°15' W long., where the highest heat flow

in the area occurs.

A temperature close to 580°C (the Curie point of magnetite)

for the Curie point depth calculated gives reasonable surface heat



flow of 110-120 mWrn2 for a conductivity of 2.5 w rn_i OK_i and thermal

gradient value of approximately Lk5°C for the NE quadrant. Lower

Curie points are known for magnetite bearing basalts, with most

measurements falling in the ranges ioo'bto 300°C and 50Cto 580°C

(Ade-Hall, 1965). The lower range of Curie temperature values gives

unreasonably low gradient and surface heat flow values. The higher

Curie point temperature is therefore favored by this study. Even

higher Curie point temperatures may be expected if intrusive bodies

rather than just basalts contribute to the magnetic anomalies.

Haggerty (1977) reports possible Curie temperatures above 620°C

for ultramafic intrusive bodies.

The lack of reliable information on the Curie depth in the rest

of the study area, outside the NE quadrant, appears to be related to

the occurrence of extensive basaltic sources near the surface,

contributing to the long wavelength part of the spectrum. Extensive

basalts occur mainly in the southern part of the area. In contrast,

in the NE quadrant Quaternary alluvium of the Snake, Malheu and

Owyhee Rivers is widespread. Another possible reason that the Curie

depth could not be interpreted from the spectra of the NW, SW, and

SE quadrants is that if it is somewhat deeper than the 11 km depth

of the NE quadrant, it may be too deep to influence the spectrum of

the 60 km x 60 km areas The interpreted depth for the spectrum of

the whole map area is 33 km BSL, is unreasonably deep for a geothermal

area. The horizontally extensive sources probably are again respon-

sible for influencing the spectrum allowing calculation of this

unlikely Curie depth.
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With thennal gradients at 45-5O°C kml temperatures between 5000

and 100°C may be expected for the intermediate level sources within

1 km of sea level0 These sources could be basaltic acquifers, and

they may contain water at a temperature high enough for geothermal

use,
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CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the aeromagnetic survey from the Vale-Owyhee

area shows that aeromagnetic data provides a valuable tool in the

geophysical investigation of geothermal areas. Structural interpre-

tations sed on anomaly and trend analysis and source depth calcula-

tions give an important framework for geothermal studies. Curie

depth calculation give an estimate of actual temperatures at depth.

The analysis of the data is intimately tied to the geologic setting

of the area. Knowledge about probable source distributions and

lithologies affects the interpretation of source depth and Curie

depth calculations from spectral analysis.
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APPENDIX A GEOLOGY AND PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL WORK IN THE
VALE-OWYHEE AREA

Physiography and Geologic Background

The Vale-Owyhee study area, located at the Oregon-Idaho border

(Figure Al) is part of the Owyhee Uplands physiographic province.

The Owyhee Uplands are a volcanic terrain transitional between the

Basin and Range Province to the south and west, and the Blue Mountain

and Columbia Plateau Provinces to the north (Baldwin, 1976). The

Snake River Basin constitutes the eastern boundary of the area.

Late Miocene saltic volcanics occur in the Vale-Owyhee area, and

are likely to be related to the Columbia River Basalts to the north,

and the Steens Mountain Basalts to the south (Baldwin, 1976).

Volcanic activity proceeded through the late Miocene and early

Pliocene, with fluvial and lacustrine sedimentation in between.

Faulting on a smaller scale than Basin and Range took place during

the Pliocene, Post-Pliocene displacements are minimal (Corcoran,

1969). The Snake River Downwarp to the east is the most recent

structural influence in the area. The regional dip in the northeast

is toward the Snake River Basin,

Physiographically, the area reflects the effects of a semi-arid

climate on faulted volcanic and sedimentary terrain. Figure A2 shows

the topography in the area, contoured in 1000 ft. intervals (contours

from U.S. Geological Survey 1:250,000 quadrangles). The volcanics

stand out as highs, and the valleys cut into sedimentary formations.

Two of the main rivers in the area, the Owyhee and the Maiheur, have
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Figure Al. Location map of the Vale-Owyhee study area in eastern Oregon.
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äut deep canyons into the volcanic and sedimentary layers. These

two rivers flow into the Snake River near the eastern border of the

area. Here the lowest elevations occur, between 2000 and 3000 ft.

(600 to 900 m). Highest elevations occur in the Cottonwood Mountains

near the northern boundary and the Mahogany Mountains at the south-

eastern boundary. There are peaks exceeding 6000 ft. (1800 m)

elevation in both of these mountain ranges.

Sttatigraphy and Structure

Corcoran et al. (1962) have published a detailed geologic map

of the Mitchell Butte 30' quadrangle covering the area from 143°30'

to 44°00' N lat, and from 117°00' to 117°30'W long, at a scale of

1:125,000. Kittleman et al, (1967) have published a detailed.

geologic map, also at a scale of 1:125,00Q, covering the area from

43°15' to 44°00' N lat. and 117°00' to 117°30' W long., and the area

from Li3°00' to L13°45' N lat. and 117°30' to 118°00' W long. Walker

(1977) has published a generalized geologic mn.p of Oregon east of

121°00' W long, at a scale of 1:500,000. The maps of Kittleman et

al., arid Corcoran et al, provide detailed geology south of L4°OO' N

lat, in the study area. Geologic control north of 44°00' N lat. is

provided by the generalized geologic map by Walker. cqept for some

Jurassic sediments mapped near Juniper Mountain at the northwest

cxrner of the area, mapped units are all Miocene (25 m.y.) and

younger. The stratigraphy in the eastern part of the area, near the

Owyhee Reservoir, is distinct from that in the west, near Juntura

and the Maiheur River Canyon.
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On the east side9 the youngest rocks excluding Quaternary allu-

viuin are those of the Idaho Group, The topmost middle-Pliocene

Chalk Butte Formation consists of loosely consolidated sediments,

ash, freshwater limestone, and diatomite, Unconformably below it is

the Grassy Mountain Fornation, consisting of olivine basalts plus

interbedd.ed tufTs and volcanic sediments, Storm (1975) found

possible reversed magnetic orientations among the basalts. Fluvial

and lacustrine sediments make up the Kern Basin Formation, the lower-

most member of the Idaho Group (included by Kittleman et al. [1967]

in the Grassy Mountain Formation). Vertebrate fossils imply an early

Pliocene age for the Kern Basin Formation,

Lying unconformably below the Kern Basin Formation is the Deer

Butte Formation, 300 meters of fluvial and lacustrine tuffaceous

sediments and local basalt flows.

The 400 m thick Owyhee Basalt lies unconformably under the Deer

Butte Formation, Baldwin (1976) tentatively correlates the Owyhee

Basalt in age to the Steens Basalt to the south. However, on the

basis of magnetic reversal stratigraphy and potassium-argon dating,

Watkins and Baksi (1974) place the age of the Owyhee Basalt at 13.5

in.y. B.P., or 1 m.y. younger than the Steens Basalt,

The Sucker Creek Formation is the oldest rock unit in the east

part of the area, and is separated by an unconformity from the Owyhee

Basalt, Fluvial and lacustrine tuffaceous sediments and an ash flow

tuff make up the Sucker Creek Formation, with basalt flows near the

base and rhyolitic dikes and flows near the top. The Sucker Creek

Formation, whose base is unexposed, exceeds 600 m tn thickness.
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The stratigraphic section in the west also consists of volcanics

of basaltic to rhyolitic composition, and volcanic sediments.

Kittleman (1973) gives possible age correlations of the Western

formations to the eastern section discussed above, The Bully Creek

Formation, a series of diatomites and volcanic sandstones, correlates

with the Grassy Mountain Fo:rmation. The Drip Spring Formation,

consisting of fluvial and arkosic sandstone, and the Littlefield

Rhyolite below it correlates with the Deer Butte Formation, The

Hunter Creek Basalt and the Dinner Creek Ash Flow Tuff below it

correlates in age with the Owyhee Basalt, Finally, the "unnamed

igneous complex", an assemblage of basalts, andesite and breccia,

correlates with the Sucker Creek Formation. Like the Sucker Creek

Formation, its base is unexposed.

The structures in the area are related to Basin and Range type

faulting which occurs to the southwest, and the Snake River Downwarp

to the east. Mapped normal faults trend primarily north-south, with

some trending north.northwest. Lawrence (1976) proposed a major

right-lateral strike-slip fault trending northwest along Willow

Creek, north of Vale, and extending south of Vale to Nampa in Idaho.

He believes this fault forms the northeru boundary of the Basin and

Rangp province, and takes up some of the east-west extension of

the Basin and Range normal faults, where they abut regions of little

extension, The influence of the Snake River Downwarp is reflected

in a general dip of the rocks in the north and east toward the

Snake River Basin.
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Previous Geophysical Work

Bowen and Psterson (1970) reported the locations of 14 thermal

springs and wells within the Vale Owyhee study area. Bowen (1972)

and Hull (1975) reported geothermal gradients (uncorrected for topo-

graphy) in the Vale area between 70 and 250°C km4. The normal

geothermal gradient is considered to be 30°C km for continental

areas (Garland, 1971),

In a detailed' study of the Cow Hollow area southwest of Vale,

Bowen and Blackwell (1975) defined the shape and location of a heat

flow high of maximum 268 mW ni They located three fault zones on

the basis of physiographic and geophysical evidence along which

they believe geothermal waters may rise to the surface. One of these

is the Willow Creek Fault, or Vale Fault Zone of Lawrence (1976),

which follows Willow Creek northwest of Vale. As mentioned above,

Lawrence proposes that this fault is right-lateral strike-slip, and

that It is a feature associated with the north-south normal faulting

of the Basin and Range to the south. Based on the shape of the heat

flow anomaly, Bowen and Blackwell interpret the Willow Creek fault

as dipping 600 to the southwest, and having dip-slip motion of

undetermined throw, down-to-the-southwest, They envision thermal

waters in aquifers like the Owyhee Basalt being trapped at faults

like the Willow Creek Fault, where the aquifers are truncated

against less permeable volcanic sediments, Circulation of thermal

waters up the faults gives rise to hot springs, such as the Vale Hot

Springs, located on the Willow Creek Fault,
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Lillie (1977) reported results of' geophysical investigations in

the Vale-Owyhee geothermal area. He constructed two crustal sections

constrained by gravity measurements, reflection seismology, well log

data, and surface geology. The sections show normal faults similar

to Basin-Range faulting. One of' the sections crosses the Willow

Creek Fault of Bowen d Blackwell (1975). On Lilhie's section this

fault appears to dip to the northeast. The thickness of units changes

across the fault, but relative displacement in the normal sense

appears to be minimal. Lillie proposes other normal faults based on

gravity gradients. These faults form a series of horsts and grabens.

The locations of thermal springs and wells in the area coincide

with many of the proposed, faults.

$
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APPENDIX B: THE VALE-OWYHEE AEROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Data Collection

During December, 1976 and. April, 1977, personnel from the

Geophysics Group at Oregon State University conducted the aero-

magnetic survey of the Vale-Owyhee geothermal area. Gemperle and

Bowers (1977) give a complete description of the aeromagnetic survey

techniques and equipment used. Over 10,000 km of flight lines cover

the area with spacing between east-west flightilnes of one statute

mile (1.6 kin) and spacing between north-south tie lines of five

statute miles (8.05 kin). Nearly 30,000 data points are spaced at

intervals of approximately 360 meters along the flightlines.

The navigation for the survey was provided by a MotoroLa Mini-

Ranger III system consisting of two round. radar transponders and. a

receiver-transmitter assembly and system console in the airplane.

The system was set to receive ranges from the transponders every

five seconds. The console circuitry determines the range from each

transponder and displays them to the nearest meter. A maximum range

o 75,000 in with a resolution of ±3 m is possible. The accuracy of

the range from each transponder varies with azimuth and distance

of the plane from the transponder, resulting in an average positional

accuracy for the plane of 10 in based on the two ranges.

Transponders were normally located over or within 100 ft. of

triangulation stations. State Plane Coordinates and latitude and

longitude of the triangulation station based on the North American

datum of 1927 (Swick, 1932), obtained from the U.S. Coast and
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Geodetic Survey and the Oregon Highway Department, give the horizon-

tal position for the transponders to 0.1 ft. For locations surveyed

in the field horizontal positional accuracy is to 1 ft. The vertical

coordinate is known to within 5-10 ft. Because the solution to

equations determining the airplane's horizontal position from the

two transponder ranges is not sensitive to errors in elevation, the

vertical coordinate uncertainty does not increase the horizontal

position uncertainty. With the magnetometer sensor trailing at 20

m behind the airplane, and with an airplane speed of 225 kra/hr,

the magnetic data are obtained at the navigational fix position.

Airplane speed variations may cause errors of less than 5 m in data

position location. Overall horizontal data position accuracy is

15 in.

The pilot received the fix information in the form of horizontal

distance of the plane from the desired flight line. A programmed

HP-97 calculator interfaced with the navigation system provided the

offset distance information less than 10 seconds after receipt of

a good fix On smooth weather days, the pilot was able to keep the

plane within 15 meters of the flightline horizontally. Normally,

the plane was kept within 30 meters of the desired flight altitude.

A Geometries proton precession magnetometer, with the sensor

towed behind the plane on a 100 ft. cable, measured the total

magnetic field every fiye seconds, The tot,l field measurement

plus navigation, altitude, and time of the n.surement, was recorded

at 200 bsi (bits per inch) on 7-track magnetic tape.

During the survey, a base station continuously monitored the



diurnal magnetic and barometric variations, digitally recording the

time, total field, and pressure at 200 bpi on 9-track magnetic tape

every iO seconds. A strip chart provided a visual record of the

changing magnetics. This record, along with magnetic storm reports

obtained from the Space Environmental Service Center in Boulder,

Colorado, helped determine acceptable times of low diurnal magnetic

activity for the survey flights. A Varian proton precession

magnetometer provided the total field magnetic measurements for the

base station. The base station, at Ontario, Oregon, was within 130

km of the entire survey area. Figure BI shows the histogram of

magnetic values for the base station operating during the April

survey time. The mode of the values for the entire survey time

constitutes the "base reference value" for the survey. The base

reference value, minus the base magnetic value measured at a given

time give the diurnal correction for that time.

In the area north of Vale where the Snake, Malheur, and Owyhee

Rivers come together, the elevations are mainly between 2000 and

L00O ft. (600-1200 m). The survey in the area between 424°OO' and

N lat. and between i17°OO' and 117°35' W long., fipwn

at 5000 ft. (1.500 in) above sea level (ASL), has a terrain clearance

of about 2000 ft. (600 in) on the average. The remainder of the survey,

flown at 7000 ft. (2100 in) ASL, has an average terrain clearance of

2000-3000 ft. (600-900 in).

Data Processing

Magnetic anomalies consist of the measured total field value
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with the earth's main geomagnetic field, or regional field, and the

diurnal magnetic variation removed, as described in the following

equation

A = N(t ) - D(t) - R

where A is the anomaly, N is the measured value of the magnetic

field at time t and R is the regional magnetic field. The value of

the regional field comes from the International Geomagnetic Reference

Fieldg epoch 1975 (IAGA Working Group, 1976), which is a model of

that part of the earth's magnetic field which arises from the core,

consisting of spherical harmonic coefficients up to order arid degree

8. The equation of a plane fit to the IGRF epoch 1975 (updated to

the survey time) in the area of the survey allows calculation of the

regional field R at each data point. The following equations, one

'or the 5000 ft. ASL survey and one for the 7000 ft. ASL survey, give

the value R at any point in the study area

R7000(x,y) = 5235L.8 + (7.5968 x 10)x + (1.3359 x 103)y,

R5000(x,y) = 52371,8 + (7.5968 x 10)x + (1.3559 x 103)y,

where x and y are in State Plane Coordinates,

The following equation describes how the base station niagnetics

value yields the diurnal magnetic variation:

D(t) = NB(t) RB AB

where D(t) is the diurnal variation, MB(t) is the measured total field

value, RB is the regional field value, AB is the anomaly, and the

subscript B denotes the base station value. The mode of the base

station magnetics values, obtained from base station statistics for
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the entire survey time (see Figure B1),'iminus the regional R'.gives

the anomaly AB. The anomaly AB plus the regional
B

is the se

reference value.

The data tapes from the airplane contain the data position

information in the forii of distance from &wo transponders at known

positions. The State Plane Coordinates and latitude and. longitude

of each data point are computed from these ranges and. the known

positions of the transponders Gemperle et al. (1978) describe the

aeromagnetic data processing programs for calculating the positions

of data point, extracting the diurnally and regionally corrected

anomaly and plotting the data for hand-contouring on Universal

Transverse Mercator (UTM) grids.

Figure B2 shows the total field magnetic anomaly map of the

portion of the area surveyed at 5000 ft. ASL Figure B3 shows the

total field aeromagnetic anomaly map of the remainder of the survey

(7000 ft. ASL). Both of these maps were hand-contoured at a scale

of 1:62, 500, and. reduced to 1125,000 for drafting. Gravity and

geology maps in the area are also available at 1:125,000. "Total

field" indicates that the direction of measurement of the field by

the magnetometer is along the direction of the main geomagnetic

field The superposition of the relatively small anomaly (0-1000

gammas) on the very large main geomagnetic field (55,000 ganunas) is

presumed to leave the direction of the measured magnetic value along

the direction of the main fielth The mapped anomalies indicate

magnetization contrasts in the rocks, and are influenced by topo-

graphy, and the rock types arid structure occurring both at the
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Figure B2. Total field aeromagnetic anomaly map of the area north of Vale surveyed at 5000 ft.
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surface and. beneath the surface.

Analysis of anomaly differences at flightline and. tieline

crossings allowed estimation of the RMS uncertainty in the magnetic

anomaly values. Estimates of possible sources of uncertainty are

as follows:

Resolution of the airborne magnetometer 1 gamma

Resolution of the base station magnetometer 1 gamma

Diurnal correction 1-2 gammas

Horizontal position determination, low gradient areas 1-2 gammas

Vertical position determination 1-2 gamma

Examination of the crossing errors and the analog base station records

for 3 of the 16 flights of the 7000 ft. ASL survey revealed that

these flights took place during periods of rapidly changing diurnal

magnetics, relative to other flights. Adjustment of the base

reference value by -15 gammas for the time of one of the flights,

-11.gammas for the second, and +4 gammas for the third resulted in

minimization of crossing errors. Figure B4 shows the histogram

of crossing errors for the 47 total crossings of the 5000 ft. ASL

survey; Table Bi gives the statistics for that survey. The EMS

uncertainty of 2 gammas for the 5000 ft. ASL survey (Figure B2) is

a rounded flightline ENS uncertainty obtained by dividing the EMS

crossing error by'f'to attribute equal portions of the error to

each line. Figure B.5 shows the histogram of crossing errors for

the 7000 ft. ASL survey, including the three flights with adjusted

base reference value. Table B2 gives the corresponding statistics.

The overall EMS per line uncertainty for the '7000 ft. ASL survey is
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Table Bi. Crossing error statistics for the 5000 ft ASL survey.

Total crossings 47

Mean 1 gamma

Mode 1

Median 1

RMS error 2.3

RMS uncertainty per line 1.63

Table B2. Crossing error statistics for the 7000 ft ASL survey.

Total crossings 862

Mean 0 gamma

Mode 1.

Median 1

ENS error 5.0

EMS uncertainty per line 3.54



35Lj. gan1nas. The contoured aeromagnetic anomaly map of the 7000 ft.

ASL survey (Figure B3) indicates a lower BNS uncertainty of 3 gammas

because of the above mentioned three flights, which were not included

in the contouring because of the high crossing errors; later, the

base anomaly for these three flights was adjusted, and, the improve-

ment in the crossing errors was significant.
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APPENDIX C: TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS OF THE VALEOWYHEE AEROMAGNIC DATA

The objective of analysis of the aeromagnetic data from the

Vale-Owyhee area is to obtain information about the subsurface geolo-

gic structure and the thermal regime: the temperature at depth and.

the geothermal gradient. Certain aspects of the geologic structure

can be interpreted directly by examining the total field aeromagnetic

anomaly map, including the structural trends and possible faults.

A common method of aeromagnetic data analysis involves fitting the

anomaly of a vertical sided prism to the observed anomaly (Vacquier

et al., 1951), in order to find the depth and shape of the causative

body. This method requires assumption of a magnetization for the

body. For simple anomalies which are isolated from neighboring ones,

this approach is useful. However, in many cases, separating the

anomaly of interest from the others nearby is a difficult task.

Moreover, the magnetization of the body is often completely unknown.

Spector (1968) describes another method, spectral analysis, for

interpreting aeromagnetic data. Spectral analysis implies examining

the anomalies in terms of their wavelengths or frequencies. Spector

discusses four operations for which spectral analysis is useful in

aeromanetic data interpretation: (i) depth to source interpretation;

(2) filtering high frequency anomalies from near surface sources to

enhance deeper sources; (3) continuation of the field observed at

one level to another level; and (L) rotation-to-the-pole-determining

what the anomalies would be if they were due to the same sources but

with vertical magnetization and measured in a vertical field. These
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methods help to give a geologic and structural interpretation to the

data. In some cases, spectral analysis also helps to discern the

bottoms of sources, which may be interpreted as the Curie point

isotherm depth, or depth where the rocks lose their magnetization

due to high temperature. Such analysis allows estimation of the

temperature at depth. This study applies all of the above methods

for analysis of the Vale-Owyhee aeromagnetic data.

Spectral Analysis of Aeromagnetic Data

Two forms of spectral representations of aeroniagnetic data are

useful for the analysis techniques employed in this thesis. A two-

dimensional frequency domain representation of aeromagnetic data

allows application of filters by simple multiplication rather than

by convolution as in the space domain, Low pass filtering, continua-

tion, and rotation to the pole are filtering operations. A second

representation of the frequency domain data is a profile energy

spectrum obtained by averaging the squared amplitude in each wave

number i,n the frequency domain with azimuth, With this representation,

depths to source tops and bottoms can be calculated,

Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform and Filtering

If we ecpress the aeromagnetic data in terms of position as

f(x,y), then the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f(x,y) is as

follows:

IC -i(ux+vf(uv) jJ f(x,y)e dxdy
- -cO

where ±' indicates the transformed function, and
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u2tk v2JFkx y

and k. and k are the spatial wavenumbers in cycles per unit distance.

For data sampled at discrete even intervals Ax and iy, the Fourier
transform becomes the discrete Fourier transform:

= ,
f(mx,ny)e_im vny)

where the subscript d. refers to the discrete Fourier transform. The

data outside the sampled region is assumed to be zero. Because this

is not actually the case, the Fourier transform can only give an

estimate of the frequency domain representation of the data. Sampling

of the data leads to the possibility of aliasing, resulting in the

inadequately sampled higher frequencies being mistakenly represented

in the lower frequencies. Spector (1968) gives a rule of thumb for

choosing a sampling interval to avoid aliasing: the smallest wave-

length present in the data determines the sample spacing such that

x and y are 1/Li to 1/3 the width of the sharpest feature on the

aeromagnetic map.

To perform the three analysis methods mentioned above, low-pass

filtering, continuation to another observation level, and rotation-

to-the-pole, requires only multiplication in the frequency domain.

This can be seen from the expression for the Fourier transform of

the total field magnetic anomaly of a vertical sided rectangular

prism with horizontal top and bottom from Bhattacharyya (1966) and

Spector and Grant (1970):

2 2-- 2 22
(u,v) = 2ltNeh + v ) (le_t(U + v ) )S(uv)R(uv)R(uv)
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M = magnetization/unit depth

h = depth to the top of the prism

thickness of the prism

S = fa.ctor for horizontal size of the prism

R = factor for magnetization direction of the prism

= factor for geomagnetic field direction.

Because the terms involving the geomagnetic field and magnetiza-

tion directions are separate factors, they can be divided out of

the expression and replaced by multiplying by factors for vertical

magnetization and observation in a vertical magnetic field, accomplish-

ing the rotation-to-the-pole operation. In the case of more than one

causative body, (any shape of body can be built from rectangular

prisms) if the field direction and. magnetization direction remain

constant throughout the region of interest the rotation-to-the-pole

operation is the same as for a single prism. In practice, if the

magnetization is primarily induced by the earth's field, a common

assumption, the directions will be constant throughout the region of

interest. II' the magnetization is predominantly remanent, the constant

magnetization direction assumption may still be made if the causative

bodies are of similar age, meaning that they acquired their remanent

magnetization in a field of the same or similar direction. Spector

and Grant (1970) indicate that where the average magnetization

inclination and declination in a region are within 20° of the actual

inclination and declination of magnetization anywhere in the region,

the average may suffice for rotation to the pole operations.
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From Blakely (1977) and Gunn (1975) the rotation to the pole

factor R
'

is:

2
4(u,v)

a1u + a2v2 + a3uv 11b1u_+ b2v\

(uZ + v2) (u2 +

For magnetization direction cosines l,m,n and field direction cosines

L,M,N:

a1 = lL - nN

a2 = mM nN

a3 = 1M + mL

b1 -1N - nL

b2 - nM

Multiplying the transformed aeromagnetic anomalies by 4/'I1' where

1
corresponds to the actual field and magnetization configuration,

and corresponds to the desired configuration of vertical magneti-

zation and vertical field, accomplishes rothtion to the pole.

my correspond to any desired configuration of magnetization and

field directions.

+ v2)*
Similarly, for continuation the factor e for the

depth to the source of the anomaly can be divided out and replaced

by multiplying by a factor for observation at a height above the

source different by t h (positive for a new observation level above

the old one) from the actual level of observation. Multiplying the

spectrum by the factor

1-(h + h)(u2 + v2)*
+ v2)e

h(u2+ v2)
e

accomplishes continuation to any observation level above the source.
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The expression is independent of the depth to source, involving only

h, and. applies for any number of sources arranged at independent

depths

Low pass filtering of the transformed anomaly involves multipli-

cation of the frequency domain representation by a filter consisting

of coefficients which are 0 for the high frequency components and 1.

for low frequency components. Some tapering between the weighting

coefficients equal to 1 and those equal to 0 is desirable.

Energy pectrum and Depth to Source Analysis

Spector (1.968) defines the energy spectrum E(u,v) of the trans-

formed data as

E(u,v) = (u,v) *(u,v)

where the * indicates complex conjugate. Spector and Grant (1970)

take the expression for the transform of the anomaly due to a vertical

sided prism and generalize it to the case of an ensemble of prisms.

Then the energy spectrum can be written as

(E(u,v)) (l(u,v)) = 42R(u,y) . ((u,v))
,(e22 + v2))

+ v2))2)
, S2(u,v))

where ( ) indicates the expected value for an ensemble of vertical

prism sources. Rewriting the energy spectrum in polar coordinates

gives:

= L42N2R(G) (R(G))0e_a).((1_etI)2>(S2(r,e))

where r = (u2 + v2), G tan(u/v). Taking the average with respect

to G gives:
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((r)) L7t2M2

where the indicates average over G.

For calculating depths to source the last three factors are

important. They are independent of the magnetization and field

direction. For h0 equal to the average value of the depth to the

tops of an ensemble of prisms, Spector and Grant (1970) give the

expected value of the depth factor for the range of depths h0 ±h as:

h +th
-2hr' 1 C -2hr e0' sinh(2thr)

(e e dh=
4Ahr

h -h
0

Spector (1968) shows that for h/h0 <.25

-2hr' - e0'

Because the factor e_01 is the dominant factor in determining

the decay of the spectrum (Spector and Grant, 1970), mean depths to

sources are given by the slope or decay rate of the logarithm of

the energy spectrum, Spector and Grant (1970) find for a number of

aeromagnetic surveys that two distinct emsembles of sources at two

mean depths are discernable in the spectrums.

The factor (l_e_tr)2 influences the spectrum when the map is

large enough that the low frequency anomalies caused by the bottoms

of sources are included in the map. The longest wavelength for

which the Fourier transform can be calculated is the total length of

the map. The approximate depth to which the spectrum can clearly

discern the bottom of sources is given as L/2JTTby Shuey et al. (1977),

where L is the length of the longest side of the map. When the
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bottoms of the sources contribute to the spectrum, the factor

(l_e_tr)2 in combination with the factor e2 causes a maximum in

the spectrum at a frequency related to the mean depth to the bottoms

of sources. For small maps the bottoms are not discerned and no

spectral maximum occurs.

When the spectral maximum does occur, then før laminar source

bodies with t<h, the frequency at which the peak occurs is inversely

related to the depth to source, that is i/rmax is equal to the depth

to laminar Source where is the frequency of the spectral peak.

When the source body is of finite thickness, the spectral maximum

gives the mean depth to the bottoms of sources depending on the

depth to the tops

r =-.].r
max d.-h d.

where h is the depth to the top and d. is the depth to the bottom of

the source.

The shape factor S is dependent on the horizontal extent of

sources. The larger the sources, the longer the wavelengths their

anomalies will contain. The effect of extensive sources is to depress

the spectrum. In the interpretation of depths to sources correspond-

ing to the slope of the logarithm of the spectrum, the influence of

the shape factor can be important, causing source depth estimates

to be too deep. Also, the spectral maximum caused by the influence

of the bottoms of sources moves to lower frequencies under the

influence of the shape factor. For a single rectangular body of

dimension 2a x 2b this factor is given by Spector and Grant (1970) as



S(r,O-)
sin(arcosG) sin(brcosO)
arcose brcos

They give some curves of in ( S2(r)) which show that as the average

size of the bodies increases, the low frequency part of the spectrum

is enhanced over the high frequencies.

Spectral Analysis Applied to the Vale-Owyhee Aeromagnetic Data

For Fourier transformation of aeromagnetic data by computer, it

is recessary to have the data spaced at equal intervals on a grid.

The spacing need not be the same in both directions. The algorithm

for fast Fourier transform (FFT) works with i' grid points in each

direction. The program used to grid the Vale-Owyhee aeromagnetic

data is one which minimizes the curvature of the surface through

the values at the grid points. Graduate student Steve Pitts adapted

the gridding program from that of Briggs (1975) to the Geophysics

computer system. The FF] program, also adapted by Steve Ptts, is

from Brenner (1968). Listings of gridding, F?, and related programs

and. documentation appear in Boler et al. (1978) and Pitts (1979).

Continuation, Rotation to the Pole, and Low Pass Filtering

Figure Cl shows the aeroinagnetic data from the area north of

Vale (surveyed at 5000 ft. ASL) upward continued to 7000 ft. ASL.

Figure C2 shows the same data (at 5000 ft. ASL) rotated to the pole.

To perform these operations, the first step was formation of a

128 x 128 grid of the data with a spacing of 420 in in both the x (E-w)

and y (N-S) directions. This grid spacing, chosen to accomodate all

the data of the 128 x 128 grid, is about 50 in greater than the spacing
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of data along flightlines, The data input to the gridding program

is the same as that contoured in Figure B3. The second step, Fourier

transformation by the FF1' program, provided a frequency domain

representation of the data, The program REDCON, adapted from sub-

routine REDUC3 of Blakely (1977) preformed the third step of filtering

for upward continuation or rotation-to-the-pole. A listing of

REDOON appears in Appendix D.

The inclination and declination of the geomagnetic field in

the Vale area and the estimated average inclination and declination

of magnetization are inputs to the rotation to the pole program.

For the geomagnetic field in the Vale-Owyhee area, the inclination

interpolated from the magnetic inclination map of Peddie et al.

(1976) is 68°; the declination interpolated from the magnetic varia-

tion chart of the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office (1959) is 18.25°E.

In areas where the average magnetization direction of the rocks is

unknown, it is often taken to be the same as the field direction

for the purpose of rotation to the pole. The only information

presently available on the magnetization direction of rocks in the

Vale-Owyhee area is from a few measurements by Watkins and Baksi

(197L1.) of samples from flows of the Owyhee Basalt. Except for three

flows interpreted by them to have occurred during a time transitional

between normal and reversed polarities of the earth's field, the

magnetization inclinations are within 100 of the present inclination

of the earth's field, The magnetization declination, excluding the

same three flows, are within 200 of the declination of the present

earth's field, The Owyhee Basalts are some of the oldest rocks in



the area, dated at 13.5 million years by Watkins and Baksi, and the

younger rocks would be expected to have a magnetization direction

even closer to the present direction of the earth's field. Because

the magnetization is expected to be close to the direction of the

present field and because some of the magnetization is induced by

the present field, the direction of the present field is the best

estimate of the magnetization direction for the rocks of the area.

Filtering of the gridded magnetic data using these directions

produced the data contoured in Figure C2. Comparing the rotated

to the pole map to the map of the original data in Figure B3 shows

that the positions of some of the highs and lows have been shifted

by amounts less than 5 km. Trends and anomaly shapes remain the

same as before filtering. For modeling of individual anomalies,

rotationto-the-pole is necessary to center the anomaly above the

causative body. For the purposes of this thesis, the rotation-to-the-

pole map was an experinient to determine how much the gradients and

anomalies would shift from their measured position, and whether

rotation-to-the-pole would aid significantly in analysis. It

appears that the changes in the anomalies are not significant,

except for making individual anomaly analysis.

Filtering of the transformed data to upward-continue it by

2000 ft. to an altitude of 7000 ft. ASL produced the map in Figure

Cl1 Comparison with the map of the unfiltered data (Figure B3) shows

that high frequency components have been suppressed and absolute

anomaly amplitudes reduced, as expected with upward continuation.

Trends are unaffected by continuation



All of the data surveyed at 7000 ft. plus the data upward

continued to 7000 ft. was used to form a 256 x 256 grid with a spacing

between grid, points of Ll70 m in both the x and y directions, making

a grid of dimension 120 km by 120 km. The 256 x 256 grid was built

from four smaller grids of the NE, NW, SW, and SE quadrants of the

area, divided along the L3045' N latitude line and the 117°30' W

longitude line. The grid surface is subject to inaccuracies at

the outermost two or three points due to lack of control outside

the grid. For this reason the four subgrids were made of dimension

133 x 133, and neighboring grids overlapped each other by 10 points.

Then, casting out the five outermost points along the common

boundaries of each subgrid left subgrids of dimension 128 x 128

without overlap and with good agreement across the boundary. Because

the Fourier transform assumes the data is zero outside of the input

grid., the external boundaries of each quadrant grid were set to 0

before grid.ding, allowing the minimum curvature gridding program

to smooth the surface to 0 at the outer edges for the 256 x 256

grid.

Figure C3 shows the Vale-owyhee data, low pass filtered to

eliminate wavelengLhs shorter than 12 km. The low pass filtering

program employed a boxcar type filter, meaning that there was no

tapering between the wavelengths passed (longer than 12 kin) ,nd those

eliminated (shorter than 12 kin), This is not the optimum type of

filter due to side lobes in the impulse response of the filter,

meaning that some high frequencies are partially transmitted (Rabiner

et al., 1970). However, the map of the filtered data serves its
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intended, purpose: to make deeper structures visible by greatly

reducing high frequency components due to 'topography, surface geology

and noise, Different cutoff wavelengths were tried to determine

the optimum cutoff of 12 kin for retaining the deeper structures and

eliminating the surface effects.

Source Depth Determinations

A profile plot of the logarithm of the energy spectrum E (=f*),

of aeroinagnetic data allows the determination of source depths from

the slopes of lines fit to the spectrum. Figure 04 shows a profile

plot of the energy spectrum of the aeromagnetic data north of Vale

surveyed at 5000 ft. elevation. Program RADPLOT performs five steps

to produce such plots from the two-dimensional frequency domin

representation of the data (1) computes the energy at each spatial

wave number k = u/2t, k1 = v/2T(; (2) averages all the elements

within bands of frequency width 1/LX up to the Nyquist frequency of

1/2hx where LX is the dimension of the inap and 4K(y) is the

sample spacing; (3) normalize the averages by the element E(0), the

dc level of the spectrum; (Lij) takes the logarithm; and (5) plots

the average energy versus the average frequency of the elements

within each band, The horizontal axis is in units of cycles/kin.

The vertical axis is unitless because all values are normalized

by the E(0) element. A listing of and documentation for RADPLOT

appears in Appendix D The lines on the spectrum of Figure 04 are fit

by least squares to the points shown, using program RADSLOPE for

which listing and documentation appears in Appendix D.
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APPENDIX D: THREE COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR AEROMAGNETIC
DATA ANALYSIS

RADPLOT

RADPLOT makes a profile plot of the natural logarithm of the

energy spectrum of aeromagnetic data, normalized by the element at

wavenuinber (0,0). The input is a random access file containing the

frequency domain data. Figure 14 shows the organization o the input

file. It consists of N records with N elements each, where N and

N are the grid, dimensions of the X and Y directions respectively.

For RADPLOT it is assumed that MN and that the grid spacing AXj(.

The wavenumbers in and n of Figure Dl refer to the number of cycles

n the total length of the map in the X and Y directions, and are

related to the wavenumbers k and ky (with units of cycles/kin) as:

mMAX.k ; fl=N'Akys

Referring to Figure Dl, RADPLOT averages the squared amplitude

or energy [(m,n)'*(m,n)] of each element (m,n) within tands

according to their wavenuinber: elements with O..5<(m + n ) 1.5

are averaged, those with 1.5 <(m2 + fl2)<25 are averaged, and so

forth, for all elements with (in + n )2<M/2, the Nyquist wavenuinber.

(The element m0, nO is not averaged with any other element.) The

average wavenumber corresponding to each average of energy is also

calculated. The averages of energy are normalized by the energy of

the m0, n0 element, and. the logarithm is taken. The averages are

then plotted. The wavenumber axis is scaled in cycles/km. To do

this, the grid spacing DX is required, and is entered at the terminal.
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Figure Dl. Organization of frequency domain random access files.
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RADPLOT writes an output file in binary foxnat containing the

two arrays with average: squared amplitude and average wavenumber,

for input to RADSLOPE, a program which fits lines to the spectrum.

A listing of RADPLOT follows.
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RASP LOT
1;C BOLER 6/78
2.0 PROCRAM RADPLOT
3;C RADIALLY AVERAGES 21 FF1 FREQUENCY VALUES FOR N*ING
4;C A LN(ANPL**2) VS. RADIANS/KM PLOT. (SQUARE GRID AND FFT ARRAY. )

5;C LX AND LV ARE DIMENSIONS OF FFT. NNX AND NNY ARE X AND Y
6;C KYQUIST NAYE$UN8ERSLX'2+1 LY/2+1.
?;C THIS VERSION FOR 128X128 GRID.
8; PARAMETER N$X65.NNY65,LX128,LY128.LX2256.LX4512,LX8I924
9; 1I$ENSION SU$(Nt4X).REN(HNX)1ICNTCNNX>CD1(21LX)1CD2(2LX)

1$, INTEGER TITLE(2S)
11; COMNON'ANPL/IaI(LX4). 192(LX4)
12; EQUIVALENCE (CD1,IA1)1(C)2IA2)
13; COMMON 'PLADEL' LBXC6)eLBY(12)
14; DATA LBX/I2HR--CYCLE$'KN'
15; DATA LBY'24HLN C AVG £ F( R )s*2 3 )/
16;C -- FUNCTiONS FOR COMPUTING ENERGY
1?; ANPLl(KX)CD1(1.KX)*CD1(1.KX)+CD1(2.KX)*CD1(2KX)
18; ANPL2CKX)CD2(I,KX)*CD2CIaKX)+CD2(2,KX)*CD2(2,KX)
19;C -- OPEN FILE GET PLOT TITLE AND GRID SPACING
29; CALL PIN(1,LX8,1SHFREQ ARRAY)
21;C -- OUTFILE OF ARRAYS FOR RAISLOPE
22; CALL OUTFILE (2)
23; TYPE GIYE PLOT LABELUP TO 48 CHARACTERS
24; READ(11198)TITLE
25, 189 FORMAT(41A2)
26, ACCEPT GRID SPACING IN KM aSPACE
2?aC -- START SUMMING ELEMENTS FOR AVERAGING
21aC -- READ FROM PROFILE IY.1. ENTER INTO ARRAY SUN
29; It-I
3$; CALL READR(1.IY.IA1.1IERN8)
31;C -- DO SPECIAL ELEMENTSz (S.9),(NNX,e)
32; 1X1
33; IPOS1
34; SUM(IPO$)ANPLI(IX)
35; RNORM-SUM(IPOS)
36; REM(ZPOS).$.
3?; ICNTCIPOS).1
39; IX-NNX
39; IPOSNNX
40; SUM(IPOS)ANPLI(IX)
41; REN(IPOS)9.
42; ICNT(IPO$)1
43aC -- 10 REST OF ELEMENTS iN IY-1
44; NX.NNX-1
45; DO 1$ IX2,MX
46, IPOSIX
4?; IFOLIX.NNX+MNXIX
4$; SUN(IPQS)AMPL1(IX)+AMPLI(IFOLDX)
49; REN(XPO$)1.
5$; ICNT(IPOS)2
51, II CONTINUE
52;C -- DO REMAINING PROFILES
53; NYNNY-1
54; 50 29 It-a1 NY
55; lIt-ItI
56; IIYSQ.IDY*IDY
5?; IFOLDYNNY+NNYIY
58iC -- READ TVO PROFILES
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RASPLOT
59; CALL REABR(l,IY1IAI,1.IER.N8)
61; CALL READR(11 IFOLDY, 1A2, Ia IER,NB)
61;C -- 10 THE 2 1X1 ELEMENTS, IPOSIY
62; IXC1
63; IPOSuIY
64; SUNC IPOS).SUN( IPOS)+AMPLI(IX)+ANPL2( IX)
65; REN(IPOS).REN(IPOS)+ 8.
66; ICNT(IPOS)ICNT(IPOS)42
6?;C -- FIN) LARGEST ALLOWASLE IX TO BEWITNIN RAP OP NYQUIST VAVENUMBER
68; NX.INT(SQRT(FLOAT(HY*NY-IDY*IPY)) )+1
69;C -- LOOP ON IX
78; DO 3* IX-2,NX
71; IDX.IX-1
72; IDXSQ.IDX*IDX
73; IFOLDXNNX+HNX-IX
?4,C -- CALCULATE IPOS AND RADIUS
73; RADaSIRT(FLOAT(I DXSQ+ IDYSQ)
76; RNDRaRAD-INT(RAD)
7?; IF(.5-RNDR)5S45.4l
78; 40 IPOSINT(RAP)+1
79; 00 TO 6*
lii 43 IPOS.INT(RAD)+1
81; RNDR.0.
82; 00 TO 68
83, 3* IPQS.INT(RAD)+2
84; RNIR.RNDR-I.
85; 6* SUN(IPO8)8UM(IPOS)+AMPL1(IX)+AMPL1(IFOLDX)
86; 1 +AMPL2(IX)+AMPL2(IFOLDX)
8?; ICNT(IPOS),ICHT(IPOS)+4
08; REM(1P08).REN(IPOS)+4.*RNDR
89; 3* CONTINUE
90; 2* CONTINUE
SIiC -- JO THE 1ST ELEMENT OF THE HNY PROFILE
92; IYaNNY
931 CALL READR(11IY,IA1.1.IERNB)
94; IXI
95; SUM(NNY)SUNCNNY)+ANPL1(IX)
96; ICNT(NNY)ICNT(NNY)+1

-- TAKE THE AVERAGE OF REM AND SUN. AND THE NATURAL LOG OF SUM.
98;C -- SCALE THE DISTANCE IN REM TO CYCLES/KM.
99; SMAX.-21.

ISO; SNIN.2.
III; DO IS IPOSI.NNX
182; SUNC IPOS)*LOGCCSUN(IPOS)/RNORM)/ICNT( IPOS))
103; IF(SUM(IPOS). CT. SNAX)SNAXSUM(IPOS)
184; IF(SUM(IPOS). LT. SNIN)SMINB8UM(IPOS)
183; REM(IPOS).(REM(IPOS)/ICNT(IPOS)+FLOAT(1P081))/(LX*8PACE)
156; 80 CONTINUE
1I?;C -- WRITE ARRAYS FOR SLOPE CALCULATIONS BY RAISLOPE
ISBi WRITE BINARY (2) REM
189; WRITE BINARY (2) SUN
115; RLENCa(5. *NHX'(LX*$PACE))+l.
1111 SLENG(AIWT(SNAX-SNIH)+2. )/2.
112, SNINAINT(SNIN)-1.
113; PAUSE-PLOTTER READY
114,C -- MAKE AXES AND LABELS
IlSi CALL POPEM(6,$PLTN)
ll6i CALL INITIAL(61S8S.I.I8)
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R A OP LOT

11?; CALL PLOT(1.,B.-3)
118; CALL $YMBOL(I.I. .21,TITLE 0.40)
119; CALL PLOT(l.1.-3)
121; CALL aXI8Cl.,0.,LBY.24.SLEWG,9I.,SNIN.2..S)
121, CALL Rx1sCe..8.,L9X1-I31RLENG.b.18.1.2,1)
122; CALL PLOTC$..I.,3)
123.0 -- PLOT TNE DATA
124; 10 90 Jal,NNX
125; CALL PLOT(REM(J)*5.C8U(J)-8NIH)/2..3)
126; CALL $ARKER(1)
12?; 90 CONTINUE
128; CALL RESET
129; STOP
138; END
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RADSLOPE

RADSLOPE fits lines to and calculates the associated depths

from the profile spectrum calculated and plotted in RADPLOT. The

binary format file of the average energy and corresponding average

wavenumber (output of RADPLOT) is the input file. The endpoints of

lines to be fit are input by the user at the terminal. A line is

fit to these points by the subroutine LINEFIT, and the slope, y

intercept, and standard error of the slope are output to the terminal

so the user may decide whether to fit another line with different

endpoints. As many lines as desired may be fit to the spectruin

Lineprinter output lists endpoints, slope, y intercept, standard

error of the slope, depth, and depth error for each line fit.

The subroutine LINEFIT is based on Bevington's (1969) program

LINFIT. Listings of RADSLOPE and LINEFIT follow.
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RADSIOPE
1;C BOLER 1B'78
2,C PROGRAM RADSLOPE
3;C USES RADIALLY AVERAGED 2D FFT FREOUEHCY VALUES FOR MAKING
4;C DEPTH TO SOURCE CALCUATIQNS.SEE RADPLOT.
5; PARAMETER
6; DIMENSION REM(NHX)1SUM(NNX)
7; CALL PlN2I,S,8HspECTRUM,12)
8; WRITE (12,188)
9; 1DB FORMAT ('B'.1XY1.3XY2,4X1SLOPE6X,

10; 1 Y-INT,6K, DEPTHu,6X, 'SERR16X, DEPERR)
11; READ BiNARY (1) REM
12; READ BINARY (1) SUM
13; 81 CALL LINEFIT(REM, SUN, NNX, SSLP B1 DEPTHI SERR, DEPERR)
14; TYPE SLOPEa SSLP
15; TYPE 0Y INTERCEPT
16; TYPE SERR ,SERR
1?; TYPE DEPERRS DEPERR
1$; TYPE DEPTH DEPTH
19; 85 TYPE ANOTHER FIT?
28; READ (I1,110)IANS
21; 118 FORMAT (A2)
22; IF(IANS. EQ. ZHYE) GO TO 81
23; IF(IANS. EQ. 2HNO) GO TO 91
24; GO TO 85
25; 91 CALL RESET
26; STOP
2?; END
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LINEFIT
1; SUBROUTINE LINEFIT(X.Y.N1SSLP1B1PEPTN1SERR.DEPERR)
2; C

3;C DO LEAST SQUARES FIT OF STRAIGHT LINE TO X(N).Y(H)
4;C SSLP - SLOPE j 8Y-INTERCEPT
5; C

6; DOUBLE PRECISION 8LOPE1SUNXSUNY.SUNXX1SUNYY,SUMXY,VARNC1SIGM8LP
7; C DXDYDDNIDF
8; DIMENSION X(N),Y(N)
9; DF(I)'DBLECFLOAT(I))
15; SUNNS.DS
*1, P1.3.141592653
12; SUM$Xe.DQ
13; SUMYS$.DB
14; SUMYYS.D9
15; 8UMXY9. DB
16; TYPE GIVE FIRST AND LAST ELEHENTS FOR LZNEF!TTZNC'
1?; ACCEPT Y1-, IYF
18 ACCEPT Y21 IYL
19; HNIYL-IYF+1
29; DHDF(NN)
21; DO 39 JIYF.IYL
22, XDDBLECX(J))
23, V).)BLE(Y(J))
24, SUNXSUMX+ICD
25; SUNYSUMYsYD
26; SUMXX.SUNXX+XDsXD
2?; SUMYY*SUNYY4YD*YD
28; 38 SUNXY*SUH3(Y+XD*YD
29; SLOPE (DN*SUMXY-$UflX*SIJNY) 'C DNSSUNXX-SUMX*SUNX)
3$; 8.SNGL C C SUNXX.SUNY-SUNXaSUNXY )' C)NSSUNXX-SUNX*SUNX))
31; VARNC($UNYY+B*B*DN+SLOPE*SLOPE$SUMXX
32; 1 -2. *(B*SUNY+$LOPE*SU$KY-B*$LOPE*$UNX) )fPFCNNZ)
33, 8IGNSLPDSQRT(DN*VARNC/(DN*SUNXX-SUMX*SUNX))
34; 881P.8P4GLCSLOPE)
35; SERRSNGLCSICNSLP>
36, IEPTHSSLP'(PI*4.)
3?; BEPERR-SERR'(PI.4. )
38; WRITEC12, 1$9)IYF.IYL.SSLP.BDEPTH1SERRPEPERR
39, 159 FORNAT('$,2(I3,2X).5(F8.4a2X))
4$, RETURN
41, END



REDCON

Program REDCON, adapted from subroutine REDUC3 (Blakely, 1977)

performs filtering operations on Fourier transformed aeromagnetic

data to accomplish rotation to the pole and/or continuation to

another observation level. The rotation to the pole filter

(see appendix C) requires input of initial and final magnetization

and field directions. Continuation requires input of the continuation

distance. The input parameters are contained in a one-line file with

format as described below:

FORMAT COLUMNS PARAMETER

F1O.O 1-10 DX -

F10.O 11-20 DY -

F5,0 21-25 IMI -

F5.0 26-30 DM1 -

F$.O 31-35 IF1 -

F5.0 36-40 DF1 -

F5.O 41-45 1M2 -

I"S.O 46-50 DM2 -

F5.O 51-55 1F2 -

F5.0 56-60 DF2 -

F1O.0 61-70 DELTZ -

F5.0 71-75 AZIM -

grid spacing in X direction

grid spacing in Y direction

1niti.l magnetization inclination

initial magnetization declination

initial field inclination

initial field declination

final magnetization inclination

final magnetization declination

final field inclination

final field declination

continuation distance, positive to
upward continue

azimuth of X-axis (positive to the east)

Units of DX, DY, and DELTZ must be consistent. All angles are in

decimal degrees.



The filter operates on the transfornied data which is organized

in random access files as described in Figure Dl. The output

filtered file is also organized as in Figure Dl. A listing of

REDCON follows.
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RE DC ON

1;C POLKA 578
2;C PROGRAM REOCON
3;C PROGRAM REDCON HAS BEEN ADAPTED FROM SUBROUTINE REDUC3
4sC CBLAKELY,197?). REDCON PERFORMS LINEAR TRANSFORMATION OF A TWO-
5,C DIMENSIONAL MAGNETIC ANOMALY. SUCH TRANSFORMATIONS INCLUDE UPWARD
6iC CONTINUATION, REDUCTION TO THE POLE. AND CALCULATION OF COMPONENTS.
?.iC INPUT TRANSFORMED DATA SET(FROM PITTS' FOR2D FFT PACKAGE)
8;C OF MAGNETIC DATA. OUTPUT IS FILTERED TRANSFORMED DATA,READY
,;C FOR INVERSE TRANSFORMATION MAGNETIZATION AND FIELD PARAMETERS
1S,C ARE INPUT FROM A FILE OF FORNAT(2F1I.S.8F5.8,F1l.SF5.S).
11,C INPUTS ARE...
12;C
13,C DX - SAMPLE INTERVAL IN THE K DIRECTION
14,C DY - SAMPLE INTERVAL IN THE V DIRECTION
1SiC IM1 - INITIAL INCLINATION OF THE MAGNETIZATION
16,C DM1 - INITIAL DECLINATION OF THE MAGNETIZATION
UsC SF1 - INITIAL INCLINATION OF THE REGIONAL FIELD
lt,C DFI - INITIAL DECLINATION OF THE REGIONAL FIELD
19sC 1N2 - NEW INCLINATION OF THE MAGNETIZATION
21,C DM2 - NEW DECLINATION OF THE MAGNETIZATION
21,C SF2 - NEW INCLINATION OF THE REGIONAL FIELD
UsC F2 - HEW DECLINATION OF THE REGIONAL FIELD
23,C DELTZ - THE AMOUNT OF UPWARD (OR DOWNWARD) CONTINUATION
24;C REQUIRED - POSITIVE FOR UPWARD CONTINUATION
25,C AZIM - AZIMUTH OF THE K AXIS (POSITIVE TO THE EAST)
USC
27,C UNITS OF DX.IY. AND DELTZ ARE UNIMPORTANT SO LONG AS THEY ARE
ZSiC CONSISTENT. UNITS OF ALL ANGLES ARE IN DEGREES FRACT IS THE
29,C RATIO OF THE SQUARE OF THE IMAGINARY PART TO THE SQUARE OF THE
UsC REAL PART OF TNE FILTERED ARRAY. IF ONLY UPWARD (01 DOWNWARD)
31,C CONTINUATION IS DESIRED. SET MI1. MI2. Fli, AND FIZ TO 91. IF

32sC NO UPWARD (OR DOWNWARD) CONTINUATION IS DESIRED. SET DELTZ TO I.
33,C THIS VERSION FOR 256X256 GRID
34;C
35; PARAMETER LX256.LY.256. LK2512.LX41S24. LX82l48
36; DIMENSION CDATA(2.LX).
3?, COMMON IC(LX4)
39; COMMON'PC'PI. CONY
39; EQUIVALENCE (CDATA, IC)
48; REAL IN1.IFI.1M2,1F2.NX,MY,NZ
41, COMPLEX HC.THETA1,TNETA2
42.; DATA P1/3.14159265'. CONY'. 11745329'
43; SUNI.S.
44; SUNR.I.
45, CALL PINCS.LX9.IIHTRANS DATA)
46, CALL POUT(3.LX8,7HOUTFILE)
4T, VRITE(11. 114)
48, 184 FORMAT(' FILTER PARAMETERS? ',Z)
49, CALL INFILEC2)
59; READ(2.1S6)DX.DY.IMI.3M1.IFI.DFI.IN2.DM2.IF2.DF2.
51, 1 DELTZDAZIM
52, 186 FORMAT(2F11.I.SFS.l.FIS.S.F5.I)
53, C
54,C -- COMPUTE THE FIVE FILTER COEFFICIENTS FOR INITIAL PARAMETERS
55; C
56, IPOLE.1
57, IF(IMI.NE.SS.OR.IF1.NE.9I.)GO TO II
58, A11.-1.



59..

604
61;
62;
63;
64;
65;
66;
6?;
68;
69;
78;
71;
72;
73;
74,
75;
76;
7?;
78;
79;
85;
81;
82; C
$3; C
$4; C
55;
86;
87;
8$'
59;
9.4
91;
92;
93;
94'
95;
96,
9?;
98;
'9;

100;
101;
182;
103;
104,
195;
186;
IS?;
108;
189;
115;
111;
112;
113;
114 iC
1154 C

1 16;C

RE DC OH

421-1.
431.0.
811.0.
821-S.
G0 TO Ii

18 CONTINUE
IPOLES
I$1.IIl1*COHV
DMI-(D$1-AZIN)*CONY
IFI.1F1.'CONV
F1 .(DFI-AZIM)SCOHV
NX.COS(IN1)*COS'PM1)
NY.COS(Il!1)*SIh( DM1)
N2-SIMCINI)
HX.COS(IF1)SCOScPFI)
HY.COS(IFI)*SIN(DFI)
HZSIN(IFI)
All .NX*HX-MZ*HZ
AZ1.MY*HY-$Z*HZ
431 NXSHY4$Y*HX
8l1.-flX*HZ-IiZ*HX
821 .-MY*HZ-$Z*HY

11 CONTINUE

12

13

COMPUTE THE FIVE FILTER COEFFICIENTS FOR NEV PARAMETERS

IF(1M2.NE.9S.OR. 1F2.
412.-i.
422--i.
*32-S.
812.0.
822.5.
GO TO 13
CONT INUE
JPOLES
1M2.1M2*CONV
DM2. (DM2-AZ IM)*CONY
1F2.IFZSCONV
)F2-(DF2-AZIN)SCONV
MX.COS(1H2)*COSCDN2)
NY-COS(IM2)*SIH(1N2)
HZ'S IN(1N2)
HX.COS(1F2)*COS(1F2)
HY.CO$(1F2)*SIN(9F2)
H2.SIN(1F2)
*12-MX*NX-NZ*HZ
422.NY*HY-MZ*HZ
432'NX*HY+NY*HX
812.-PIX*HZ-MZ*HX
822--MYaNZ-NZ*HY
CONTINUE
)ELTKX.2. aPI'(LX*DX)
DELTKY.2. *PIt(LY*DY)
N HX LX '2+ 1
NNY.LY/2+ 1

NE. 95. )GO TO 12

-- COMPUTE FZERO FOR ZERO WAVENUMBER CASE

101
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RE DC ON

11?; IF(IPOL.E.EO.1) GO TO 19
I 18; R1REAL(CMPLX(Al2. 812)/CNPLX(A1 1.811))
119; R2*REAL(CMPLX(A22.822),CNPLX(A21,821))
12$; FZEROs.5*CR1+R2)
121 C
12Z.iC -- START LOOPS TO APPLY FILTER INDEXING FOUR SUA)RANT8 DIFFERENTLY

123;C
124, 19 10 2$ IYu1,LY
125; IF(IY-NNY)42. 42,48
126; 4S FKYu(IYLY-1)*IELTKY
12?; GO TO 43
128; 42 FKY.(IY-1)*IELTKY
129; 43 CONTINUE
13$; C
131.iC -- READ A COMPLEX PROFILE
132;C
133; CALL READR(1.IY.IC(1).1.IER.N9)
134 a C

135;C -- LOOP ON K
136; C
137; 10 38 IX.!. LX
138; IFCIX.E9.1.ANLIY.EO.1)C0 TO 71
139; IFCIX-NHX)52.52,5$
148; 5$ FKXCIXLX-1)*IELTKX
141, GO TO 53
142; 52 FKX.(IX-1)*IELTKX
143; 33 CONTINUE
144, C
145,C -- GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO NYSUIST ROM AN) COLUMN
145a C
14?; 1FCIY.Ea.HNY.ANl.IX.GT.NNX)FY.(IYLY-1)*PELTKY
148; IF(IX. ES. NNX. AN). IY.OT. NKY)FKX(IXLX-1)*)ELTKX
149; C
ISSiC -- COMPUTE COMPLEX FILTER FOR REDUCTION TO POLE
151a C
152; FKXFKX.FKXaFU
153; FKYFKYaFKY*FKY
154, FKXFKY.FKX*FKY
155; FKFK.FKXFKX+FKYFKY
156; FK.SSRTCFKFK)
15?, ZF(IPOLE.ES.1)GO TO 55
158, THRI.FKXFKX*51 1+FKYFKYSA2I+FKXFKYSA3I
159; TNR2FXXFKX*A1 2+FKYFKY*A22+FKXFKY*A32
16$; THII.(FKX*811+PKY*B21)*FK
161; THI2.(FEX*612+FKY*822)*FK
162, THETAI.CNPLX(TNRI. INJI)
163; THETASCNPLX(TNR2. THIE)
164, C
165;C -- APPLY REIUCTIONTOPOLE FILTER TO COMPLEX DATA
166, C
16?; HC.CMPLX(CDATA(1.IX).CDATA(2. IX))
16e; NC.HC*THETA2'THETAI
169, CIATACI. IX).REAL(NC)
17$, C)AT*(2. IX)-AINAG(HC)
1?1;C
172jC -- APPLY CONTINUATION FILTER
173.sC
174a 35 IF(DELTZ.E0.S) GO TO 72
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REICON - -

175; UP.EXP(PELTZ*FK)
176; C)ATA(1. IX).CDATACI.IX)*UP
17?; C)ATA(21 IX).CDATA(2. IX)*UP
170, CO TO 72
179, 71 IF(IPOLE.EQ.1)CO TO 75
l9Si C)ATACI, IX)CDATA(1. IX)*FZERO
181; CIATA(2.IX).l.
182; CO TO 80
183i 72 IFCIX.EQ.1.OR.IX.EQ.NNX) CO TO 75
184, CO TO 88
185.; 75 IFUY.EQ.1.OR.IY.Ea.NNY CPATA(2,IX),I.
186; 80 CONTINUE
187; SUNRaSUNR.CPATA(11 IX)**2
1881 SUNI.SU$I+CIATAC2. IX)**2
189; 38 CONTINUE
198, C
191IC -- URITE FILTEREP COMPLEX PROFILE
192;C
193; CALL NRITR(311Y11C(1),I1IER1MB)
194,C
195;C -- REAl? FOR NEXT PROFILE
196, C
19?; 21 CONTINUE
ISI, C
199cC -- COMPUTE FRACTION OF ENERCIES INAC'REAL
201s C
2011 FRACT SUT(SURI/SUMR)
282; URITEC1S 1S7)FRACT
283; 10? FORNAT( FRACT F6.3)
204; CALL RESET
2051 STOP
206; EN2
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